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Abstract—Email is a simple way to exchange digital documents of
any kind. The Mobile INteractive Document architecture (MIND)
enables self-coordination and self-steering of document agent
systems based on commonly available email services. In this
paper, a mechanism for providing integrity and reliability of such
an email based agent system is proposed to cope with message
soft or hard bounces, user interrupts, and other unexpected
events. This mechanism consists of a system acting as a ”ground
control” for migrating documents and a set of protocols that
improve the implementation of document coordination patterns.
It allows for an estimation of the global state of a distributed
loosely coupled agent system and making top-down decisions in
unforeseen situations.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
A knowledge-based organization is a management idea,
describing an organization in which cooperating people use
knowledge resources to achieve organizational goals. People
are the key intellectual resource but only collaboration with
other workers in accordance with the organizational procedures
enables converting knowledge of individuals to knowledge of
organization [1].
Knowledge workers communicate through the exchange
of documents constituting units of information. Nowadays,
email has a dominant position in the computer mediated
communication and document exchange in the workplace [2].
Email messaging provides an easy to use simple textual form
and allows to disseminate attachments in any format to one or
multiple recipients.
The MIND architecture [3] is a proposition of a documentcentric uniform interface to provide both effective communication of content and coordination of activities performed on
documents. MIND is a solution that augments email messaging with proactive documents, capable of initiating process
activities, interacting with individual workers on their personal
devices and migrating on their own between collaborators.
Thus, each MIND document is a mobile agent. Documentagents have built-in migration policy to control their own workflow and services to proper processing contained information.
Section II contains a more detailed overview of the MIND
architecture.
The migration path of the document-agent contains all
information and status of the workflow process to perform it
locally on users’ devices. An email client installed on each
worker’s device participating in the process needs to be extended with functionality to activate the document-agents and
switch documents between the activity and transition phases of
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the workflow. This special email client with workflow enactment capability has been implemented as a Local Workflow
Engine (LWE) [4]. All LWEs participating in the process
and performing independently form together both a looselycoupled agent system and a distributed workflow enactment
service. Section III outlines generic functionality of LWE and
the idea of distributed workflow enactment service.
In the LWE-based MIND system, individual knowledge
workers perform activities on documents independently, using
their personal devices, and yet collaborate on achieving a
common goal. This is possible owing to the migration policy
embedded in each document. This policy defines for each
document a workflow process composed of specific documentflow patterns that provide process wide coordination. The
document-flow patterns [4] are the result of analysis of the
coordination patterns proposed by van der Aaalst [5] under
the assumption that email is the transport layer for document
migration. The work of van der Aaalst shows that a relatively
small and well defined set of collaboration patterns contains building blocks of arbitrary complex workflow processes
in real organizations. Thus, the document-flow patterns that
directly follow the collaborations patterns for the proposed
MIND architecture enable modeling and coordination of any
workflow process.
The crucial services for MIND implementation are executability and mobility. The former involves activating
document-agents to enable their autonomous execution, while
the latter involves transporting them between users’ devices
in accordance with the migration policy. These services have
already been implemented and described before [3][4]. In the
prototype system, mobility has been implemented based on
email as the transport layer.
In most cases, these mentioned services are sufficient to
properly perform the MIND agent system. However, in human
organizations, some situations unforeseen by the designer of
the process may occur and the reliable system should be able
to cope with them. For a distributed loosely coupled and
interactive system it is impossible to determine a global state
of all document-agents. Consequently, it is not possible to
determine where all documents are located at a specific time.
A document may be lost and it often remains beyond the
knowledge of the authors, who have edited it earlier. There
are various reasons why documents may be lost: a problem
with a transport layer, an error of a local environment or
an unexpected user behavior. The initial workflow process
definition makes it possible to search for documents in the
specified places. However, the process may be modified during
its execution. Therefore, a document may take a path that
was not originally designed and a document originator has
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Figure 1. The MIND document lifecycle

not information about its definition.
Thus, the reliability of the MIND agent system is a service
that makes the system more useful and trustworthy than the
typical email-based communication. It allows for an estimation
of the global state of a distributed loosely coupled system,
taking into account transport layer errors, unforeseen actions
of users and process modifications.
Thus, Section IV identifies problems associated with distributed workflow execution. Section IV-A focuses on the
problems associated with email as the transport layer for the
MIND documents, while Section IV-B presents problems that
may occur in specific document-flow patterns. In particular, it
is interesting the canceling pattern due to the loosely-coupling
principle at operating of the MIND agent system.
Section V presents a concept of a ”ground control” service
which introduces the ability to track document-agents globally
and solve some of the problems associated with the documents
flow. The service is designed to receive signals containing
the status of the document from the LWE clients and send
control signals to LWEs that resolve situations incompatible
with the designed workflow. The proposed syntax of a notification sending to the ”ground control” service is adapted to
document-flow patterns. Further, this section outlines two pilot
implementations of the ”ground control” service – one using
the Handle System [6], and another based on an email-based
notification system.
Section VI surveys previous work related to a documentcentric processing and a reliability of workflow enactment in
distributed loosely-coupled systems.
II. T HE MIND ARCHITECTURE
The MIND architecture enables the new agent-based distributed processing model. Traditionally, electronic documents
have been static objects downloaded from a server or sent by
email. MIND allows static documents to be converted into a set
of dynamic components that can migrate between collaborative
workers according to their migration policy.
The concept of the MIND document life cycle is illustrated
in Figure 1. At the beginning of the knowledge process,
some originator forms a hub document based on document
templates that includes migration policy, which specifies the
steps of the process and services that will be performed
on different parts of the document during the process. The
hub document is changing to mobile components that meet
their mission in the distributed agent system. Each component
performs its migration policy and interacts with workers of the
organization.
The MIND architecture makes possible a radical shift
from data-centric distributed systems, with hard-coded functionality, to flexible document-centric ones, where specialized
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Figure 2. Dynamic form of the MIND architecture [4]

functionality is embedded in migrating document components
and some generic or supporting services are provided by
local devices or external servers. The essence of the MIND
architecture is that the documents have capability of selforganization and self-steering during the process execution.
Figure 2 outlines the dynamic form of the MIND architecture. It includes five components: hub-document is the
main component and it contains basic information about the
document, worker component contains data about workers
who participate in the process, part component defines parts
of the document, service component contains information
about services that can be performed on different parts of
the document during the process, and path component defines
migration policy of each part of the document. It specifies the
steps of the process and activities that should be performed at
each step of the process.
The service objects provide document functionality that
makes it proactive. Three types of services are possible: embedded that are transferred together with the document, local,
which may be acquired by the document components from
local worker’s device, and external, called on the remote hosts
by the worker’s system at the request of arriving document.
III. D ISTRIBUTED WORKFLOW ENACTMENT
A key feature of the MIND architecture is physical distribution of business process activities, performed dynamically
on a system of independent personal devices. MIND documents have built-in process definition and functionality (the
respective path and embedding service components mentioned
in the previous section). This makes them agents, which are
autonomous and mobile. Especially, they are independent of
any particular platform supporting workflow enactment and
they are capable of launching individual activities onto various
workers’ devices which maintain process coordination across
the organization.
Workflow enactment service interprets the process description and control sequencing of activities through one or more
cooperating workflow engines [7]. Even if the workflow engines are distributed, workflow enactment is centralized in
most of the implementations, because the control data must
be available for all engines. In the MIND architecture, all data
needed for workflow enactment are embedded in documents
[4]. This allows for implementation of distributed workflow
enactment service consisting of LWEs.
The idea of the distributed workflow enactment service
built on top of LWE clients and email transport layer is
illustrated in Figure 3. In the prototype system, LWE was
implemented as lightweight email client installed on personal
devices of each worker. Each LWE is independent of other
LWEs, so it can be implemented in any technology and adapted
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Figure 3. Distributed workflow enactment service based on LWE clients and
email transport layer (LWEs are symbolized as gear wheels).

to requirements of particular devices, especially mobile devices
such as tablets and smartphones. Also, it may be implemented
as a plug-in to existing email clients.
States of the LWE correspond to the phases of a document
lifetime and the initial state is when a message with a document
is received, i.e., noticed by LWE in the worker’s mailbox. The
LWE downloads the document on the local device and activates
it, which means launching its embedded functionality. The
activated document may interact with the knowledge worker,
his/her local system and some external services. The interaction begins with obtaining the document path component
and determining the current activity that should be performed
in this particular step of the process. If the next activity is
intended for another worker, the document is serialized, packed
and sent as an attachment to the next worker’s email address.
LWE is capable of recognizing and executing all documentflow patterns contained in the path component. More details
about the document-flow patterns are in Section IV-B, which
presents a discussion about their execution in a loosely-coupled
distributed system consisting of the LWE clients.
IV. P ROBLEMS OF RELIABLE WORKFLOW EXECUTION
MIND and LWE clients form a distributed workflow enactment system in which the coordination of activities is based
on control data contained in the documents. In most cases, it
ensures that the documents arrive at a specific location at a
specific time. Nevertheless, some situations unforeseen by the
designer of the process may occur in loosely-coupled system.
First of all, the document may be lost: during the transfer
by email, due to failure of the local system, accidentally
deleted by the user. The transfer of the document may also
be delayed to miss the designed deadline. The knowledge
worker may also make a decision unforeseen by the workflow,
e.g., cancel some document flow or modify the workflow path,
which is just not possible in typical message passing via email.
Figure 4 shows the path of the document from a sender to a
recipient and indicates points where some problems may occur.
Points 2 – 4 are associated with several well known email
transport layer problems briefly described in Section IV-A,
while points 1 and 5 indicate problems with document-flow
patterns execution by LWE clients, detailed in Section IV-B.
A. Email transport layer problems
Email message is a simple textual form combined with
attachments in any format. It can be sent to one or multiple
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recipients and supports asynchronous work. Email mechanisms
have a reputation of being robust and trustworthy since its
invention a few decades ago, as email messages reach their
recipients in most cases without problems. Nevertheless, there
is a list of problems associated with the delivery of messages.
The first step in the email processing model is to submit
email message by an email client (Mail User Agent – MUA)
to a sender Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server
(Mail Transfer Agent – MTA) [8]. Figure 4 indicates it as
point 2 . This step may fail due to the lack of network
connection, incorrect SMTP server configuration or SMTP
server failure. The message usually remains in the sender
outbox and the email client tries to send it again. Configuration
of SMTP server for LWE client does not differ from the
configuration of other email clients and does not require any
special functionality. Temporary lack of network connection is
a typical situation for mobile devices. SMTP server failure is
a rather transient situation that can be solved by resending the
email message.
In the next step, sender MTA transfers messages to the
receiver MTA mostly by SMTP protocol (point 3 in Figure
4). SMTP server should deliver the message or notify about
any problem [8]. The SMTP reply consists of a three digit
number often followed by some text for the human user. The
message may be rejected, however, in a transient or permanent
way. In transient situations, the SMTP client should try to
send the message again. In the case of permanent errors, the
SMTP client should not repeat the exact request. After a failed
attempt to send a message, the sender SMTP agent sends a
notification message to the mail user agent. This notification
message is known as a Delivery Status Notification (DSN) or
email bounce [9].
Nevertheless, receiving of email bounces does not necessarily mean that the message has not been delivered and,
conversely, the lack of notice does not necessarily mean that a
message has arrived to the recipient. For instance, the receiver
SMTP server may silently drop message to protect themselves
from attacks [8]. Many SMTP servers are configured to block
messages categorized as spam based on DNS blacklists or antispam filters [10].
Receiving a message by the SMTP server and placing it in
a user’s mailbox does not imply that the user will read it. Point
4 in Figure 4 indicates the problem of the recipient’s email
server – email client communication. Firstly, some messages
may be marked as spam and placed in the spam folder in
user’s mailbox. In this case, the frameworks to build mail
applications (like Java Mail [11] and IMAP – Internet Message
Access Protocol [12] used in the LWE implementation) often
enable access to the spam folder. In fact, also the email client
may have its own spam filters and other solutions to manage
received messages automatically, like the automatic responses
software (e.g., ”out of office” message) [13].
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Next to email bounces and automatic responses there
is one more type of notifications, the Message Disposition
Notifications (MDNs) [14]. These notifications are intended
to report of the disposition of a message after it successfully
reaches a recipient’s mailbox. The MDN can be used to notify
the sender of any of several conditions that may occur after
successful delivery such as display, printing or deletion of the
message. Allow mail user agents to keep track of the message
(only) in its subsequent step of the flow. The sending of the
response depends on the functionality of recipient email client
and often on the decision of the recipient.
Message tracking is also possible through email tracking
services like ReadNotify [15] or WhoReadMe [16]. These
services add to the message some hidden information: picture,
or pieces of HyperText Markup Language (HTML) code (like
IFRAMEs). Tracking is hidden from the recipient and not too
elegant.
There is yet another reason for which the message may not
reach the mail user agent - the human action. The recipient may
accidentally or intentionally delete the message from his/her
mailbox, move it to a different folder or mark it as a spam.
Also, his/her email client or a local system may fail.
B. Document-flow patterns execution
In mailing systems, notification mechanisms can provide
the status of messages in their the next step of flow, but never
any further. It can be said that the email message can store
history of its own flow, inform about its next step, but does not
”know” its future flow. The MIND document has an embedded
workflow path, thus it has information about whole its flow
and about flow of other documents in the process. However,
a worker which finished his activity has no control on further
flow of document – this knowledge is built in document, which
has left his device.
In some cases, the location of the document may be
required for the proper execution of the workflow process,
especially in unexpected situations, like a lost document. LWE
temporarily stores copy of documents in the worker’s mailbox,
in case the process has to be recreated from a certain place.
Searching for a document in all places indicated by a workflow
is possible but often time-consuming and costly, and may
not take into account the modification of the path during the
process execution.
This paper proposes a ”ground control” external service for
receiving and storing notifications from LWEs about status of
documents. Each notification from LWEs contains information
about: process id, document id, current activity id, and sender
of the notification. This section presents what other information about the document should be included in the notifications
for reliable coordination of all document-flow patterns.
Based on the work of van der Aaalst [5] and the result
of previous research [4], three categories of document-flow
patters have been identified: distributed state patterns, coupled
state patterns, and embedded state patterns.
1) Distributed state patterns: These patterns describe situations in which the next activity or activities can be determined
solely on the state of the current activity. Four patterns of this
type have been distinguished: sequencer, splitter, merger and
iterator.
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a) Document sequencer: This pattern involves a knowledge worker sending a document to another worker. The
document may be sent in its entirety in one message or it may
be partitioned into several messages. In this basic situation, the
following problems may occur: a sender may receive bounce
notifications from each sent message and recipient may not
receive all messages. However, a bounce notification does not
always mean that the recipient has not received the message in
a timely manner. In this pattern, the notification should contain
one of the three route-status: sent (sends from sender’s LWE
after sending the document), received (sends from recipient’s
LWE - after receiving the document) or bounced (sends from
sender’s LWE - after receiving the bounce notification). It is
possible, that some notification does not reach to the ”ground
control” service or arrives in the wrong order. Thus, in all
patterns, the received status and the subsequent sent status
are considered to more important then previous bounced and
received.
b) Document splitter: This pattern creates identical
copies of the document or partitions it into separate fragments. The resulting documents are next sent to the respective
knowledge workers specified in the migration policy. These
documents, either copies or fragments, get new document IDs.
The parent document is considered to be delivered if all its
child documents have been delivered. Thus, the sent routestatus is given to each parent and child documents. The parent
document has also assigned a splitted document-status and
references to the child documents are indicated. Each arrived
child document gets the received status individually. Once all
the child documents have the received status (or the subsequent
sent status), the ”ground control” service gives automatically
the received status to the parent document. The child documents are determined by the references. The bounced status is
also assigned to each child document separately.
c) Document merger: This pattern complementing the
document splitter pattern merges all received documents in
one. Of course, this pattern may involve various document
functionality, depending on whether the preceding splitter has
been cloning or decomposing. But before merging, all the
expected documents must be delivered. The LWE client on
the basis of path component of the first received document
determines the number of expected documents that have to
be merged. Each of the arrived document gets the received
status. When all documents are collected, they are merged and
a new document gets the received route-status and constitutes
documents get the merged document-status and reference to
this new merged document. The document merger fails when at
least one child document has been not received. In exceptional
situations, decision about completing merger before receiving
all child document may be made.
d) Document iterator: This pattern enables repeated
execution of some sequence of activities controlled by a condition specified in the respective document migration policy.
The route-status is assigned as in document sequencer, but
the activities can be performed several times and notification
may be received by ”ground control” service in incorrect order.
Thus, the activity id and route-status is not enough to determine
where the document resides. To solve this problem, some
basic partial ordering mechanism, like Lamport’s timestamps
[17], has been used. The path component of the document
has a timestamp attribute that is incremented by LWE. When
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the documents are merged, the new one gets a maximum
value of all merged documents’ timestamps plus 1. Thus, each
notification contains also a timestamp value.
2) Coupled state patterns: Sometimes completion of an
activity performed by one worker may require a notification
on a state of some activity performed by another worker
somewhere in the organization. That involves the notion of
asynchronous signals, sent between different parts of the
workflow process. Three document-flow patterns of this kind
have been distinguished: deferred choice, milestone and cancel
activity.
a) Deferred choice and milestone: These patterns are
used to deal with situations when the current activity of one
worker has to be blocked until a signal notifying on some
external event has been received from another worker. Both
patterns require a proactive document to provide a worker’s
device with a semaphore and embedded functionality to handle
it. Initial value of the semaphore is closed, so if the signal
from another worker has not been received, the current activity
is blocked. Upon receiving a signal, the waiting activity is
resumed. Deferred choice is used when sending a given document has to be postponed until the worker gets information to
whom it should be sent. Milestone just blocks some activity of
one worker by another. The problem appears, if the signal does
not arrive within the specified time and the received document
activity can not be proceed. In this case, the route-status of the
document is received but the signal-status is waiting.
b) Cancelling pattern: Implementation of this pattern
depends on what exactly should be cancelled. If a particular
activity should be cancelled, a cancellation signal is sent only
to the LWE client responsible for its performance. The decision
on canceling the activity is immediate for the receiving device
or does not make sense any more if the document has been
sent to another worker.
More problematic situation is to cancel the document,
because it requires the designation of its location. It is possible
to search for a document in all places indicated by the
workflow, but the ”ground control” service can significantly
reduce this set of places. If the route-status of document is
received, the cancellation signal is sent only to the sender of
that notification. After a successful cancellation, LWE sends
the cancelled route-status.
If instead the cancelled route-status, the ”ground control”
service receives the sent status, it can start chasing the document. This situation is shown in Figure 5. To increase the
chance of success, a cancellation signal is sent to, say, three
subsequent activities for each possible path of the document
flow. The three cases are possible for each activity: an activity
was finished, an activity is currently being preformed or
waiting for a document. Figure 5a) shows successful cancellation, i.e., the ”ground control” service received a cancelled
notification from all possible paths of the document. Figure
5b) shows cancellation potentially successful but not yet
completed. While Figure 5c) shows the failed cancellation the cancelling process should be continued for the subsequent
activities on this particular path.
It is worth mentioning that the rate of the document flow
is measured in minutes or hours, even days, rather than seconds. For example, the Intel’s Email Service Level Agreement
defines the acceptable time frame for replying to emails to 24
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hours [18]. Thus, chasing the document will not be so much
demanding as it might appear to be.
3) Embedded state patterns: Performing an activity by
some worker may require a subprocess delegated to someone
else, with activities not specified originally in the migration
policy of the arriving document. States of such a subprocess
are embedded in the state of the current activity enabling that.
a) Internal subprocess: If the current worker is authorized to extend the original migration policy of a document
with new activities, they constitute an internal subprocess.
Neither the structure of the internal subflow nor identity of
added workers have to be known earlier to the workflow
designer. The notification from the subflow activities are the
same like from other activities, but the ”ground control”
service has only the structure of the designed workflow. Thus,
for reliable coordination of subflow, its structure and identity
of added workers must be sent to the ”ground control” service.
If the ”ground control” does not have the current data of
the subprocesses, tracing a document, and in particular, the
cancellation may not be possible.
b) External subprocess: The performed activity may
call some external subprocess, which structure are unknown
for both, workflow designer and the performer of the current
activity. The external subprocess is often performed outside of
the organization, thus, it is not traced by the ”ground control”
service. Only the lack of received notification at the end of the
subprocess within the specified time may indicate troubles.
The document-flow patterns analysis allowed for formulating the syntax of notifications. The route-status type should be
one of the: sent, received, bounced, cancelled and finished, the
optional document-status can be one of the: splitted or merged.
The signal-status can be waiting or just indefinite. Each
notification contains also timestamp value. LWE performed
a first activity adds to the notification a migration path and
information about workers. If it notices a modification of the
path component by adding a subprocess, it also sends definition
of subprocess and information about new workers to provide
the most recent data of the process. Table I summarizes the
problems associated with the reliable execution of presented
patterns.
V. G ROUND CONTROL SERVICE
This is an external service intended for a central document tracing to ensure the reliability of distributed workflow
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TABLE I. RELIABILITY OF PATTERNS EXECUTION
PATTERN
Sequencer
Splitter

Merger

Iterator

Deffered choice
Milestone

Cancelling
Internal
subprocess
External
subprocess
distributed
worklow
enactment
service

ground
contol
service

P ROBLEMS TO SOLVE
Check whether the document has reached the recipient.
Route-status: sent, received, bounced.
Check whether all constituents of the splitted document have
reached the recipients.
Route-status: sent, received, bounced.
Document-status: splitted (for splitted document + references to
constituents).
Check whether all documents that should be merged into one
have reached the recipient.
Route-status: sent, received, bounced.
Document-status: merged (for merged documents + references to
new document).
Check whether the document has reached the recipient as many
times as it has been established in the loop.
Route-status: sent, received, bounced.
Timestamp to determine the order of the activities.
Check whether both the document and the signal have reached
the recipient.
Route-status: sent, received, bounced.
Signal-status: waiting (or indefinite).
Check whether the document has been cancelled.
Route-status: cancelled (when it succeeded).
Track a subprocess added during the workflow process execution.
Attach subprocess sources to the notification.
This pattern is not tracked by the ”ground control” service.

LWE

notification
receiver

LWE

notification
database

LWE

tracing
application

signal
sender

Figure 6. The Ground control service architecture

execution. The workflow enactment remains distributed and
may be still performed without it, however. The intention of
the ”ground control” service is to collect notifications from
LWEs in order to determine the approximate global state of
the distributed document flow and to make top-down decisions
in some unforeseen cases. The document policy component
decides whether the notification has to be sent or not.
Figure 6 presents the concept of this service. It constitutes
a notification receiver, i.e., a service receiving notifications
from the LWEs via the particular transport layer. Then, the
notifications are parsed and placed in the database. The notification database has some functionality, e.g., trigger that gives
automatically the received status to the splitted document, after
all its child documents have also got this status.
A tracing application visualizes the workflow process and
marks the currently executing activities, designated on the
basis of the notifications. It is also an interface for some users
allows for monitoring the process and/or makes some top-down
decisions. Some decisions may require sending the notification
signal to the particular LWE. Signals are generated by the
tracing application and transfered by the signal sender service.
A. Implementation
Two possible implementations of transferring and storing
notifications were taken into account. The former uses the Handle System, while the latter uses an email-based notification
system.
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Figure 7. A handle for the MIND document

1) Handle System [6]: is a solution for assigning, managing, storing and resolving persistent identifiers for digital
objects on the Internet. It includes a set of protocols enabling
a distributed computer system to store identifiers of digital
resources and resolve those identifiers into the information necessary to locate and access the resources. This information can
be changed to reflect the current state of the identified resource
without changing the identifier. The most popular system based
on Handle System is DOI (Digital Object Identifier) [19] used
for persistent citations in scholarly materials, research datasets
or European Union official publications.
The Handle System defines a hierarchical service model.
The top level consists of a single handle service, known as
the Global Handle Registry. The lower level consists of all
other handle services, known as Local Handle Services. The
Handle System provides the Java-based Handle Server and a
set of tools needed for the Local Handle Service installation.
The Global Handle Registry is used to manage any handle
namespace and provides the service used to manage naming
authorities. The Local Handle Service and its responsible set
of local handle namespaces must be registered with the Global
Handle Registry and gets a unique prefix.
The Handle System provides unique persistent identifiers
called handles for digital objects, such as the MIND document.
The handle is a character string that consists of two parts:
its naming authority and a local name separated by the
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange)
character ”/”. Each handle may have a set of values assigned
to it. A handle value may be thought as a record that consists
of a group of data fields. Every handle value must have a data
type. The Handle System predefines a set of data types and
allows for defining another.
Thus, the ”ground control” service can use the Handle System to create an unique handle for each migrating document
(see Figure 7). Each handle has a set of values corresponding
to the syntax of the LWE notifications. The LWE modifies it
at each change of document status.
Nevertheless, this solution has some disadvantages. Modifications of handles occur frequently, and each time they
require a connection with Global Handle Registry. Besides,
the Local Handle Service administration requires additional
skills and needs control of other than email transport layer. The
Handle System indicates the current location of the document.
However, extraction of the list of all the documents in given
process requires additional functionality. The Handle System
tracks each document separately.
2) Email-based notification system: The ”ground control”
service has been also implemented as the email-based notifica-
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Figure 8. GUI of the email based ”ground control” service

tion system on basis of email transport layer. Email is intended
for frequent passing of messages so that it can easily receive
multiple notifications and does not require any additional users
skills in the installation, configuration and operation. It does
not require unlocking new ports for the transport layer, which
affects the security of the organization.
The LWE notifications are sent to one or more email
addresses. The notification receiver services run on some
organizational server check dedicated mailboxes frequently,
parse attached LWE notifications and insert new records to
a database.
There are three main tables in the database: Notifications,
Documents, and WorkflowProcesses. Each new notification
is inserted into the Notifications table. The new notification
is distinguished by the address of the mailbox and email’s
Unique Identifier (UID - a unique number referencing an email
in a mailbox). Only those notifications are inserted to the
Documents table, which have higher value of logical timestamp
than the already registered. The last record for each document
ID refers to the current state of this document.
When a notification for a new process appears or process
was modified, a new record is inserted to the WorkflowProcesses table. This table stores workflow process IDs, the
migration path files and workers data files.
Thus, the WorkflowProcesses table stores structure of the
process, while the Documents table stores the states of documents flow. The tracing application selects only the most
recent records from Documents and WorkflowProcesses tables
and constructs a current workflow process structure with its
approximate global state.
In contrast to the LWE, which has been implemented
in Java, the ”ground control” service has been implemented
based on PHP (Personal Home Page) and Postgresql database
[20]. PHP technology has been chosen in order to test it for
email messaging and XML (Extensible Markup Language)
manipulating. PHP provides classes to access mailbox, e.g.,
by IMAP protocol and functions to XML manipulation. PiBX
(XML-Data-Binding framework for PHP) is similar to JAXB
(Java Architecture for XML Binding), but it is in the alphastate at the moment. PHP technology has been good enough
for the rapid implementation of the ”ground control” service,
but many other technologies could be used for this purpose.
In fact, the syntax of notifications is essential for the ”ground
control” service, since implementation does not require any
new or advanced technology.
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Figure 8 shows information about one MIND document
selected from the database. An interface allows the user to
view all documents related to the process and to view a history
of document flow.
During the experiments, emails were received from the
dedicated mailbox every minute (for this purpose, the ”Cron”
software was used). So emails often appear in mailbox in
the different order than they were sent. First sent notification
provides a workflow process resources (process definitions,
data about workers) to the ”ground control” service. However,
sometimes this notification is received later then subsequent
notifications. In such a situation, only worflow process ID
is inserted to the WorkflowProcesses table and the table is
updated at a later time.
Emails with notifications generally were delivered to the
inbox without any problems. However, the service does not
require to deliver all notifications. However, there was a
problem during testing that emails have been received from
mailbox and deleted, but the service crashed while writing data
to the database. To prevent such situations, emails are stored
in the inbox for a month.
VI. R ELATED WORK
The presented proposal combines existing technologies and
new idea to extract some new functionality in the topics of
the distributed electronic document and collaborative environments.
The first significant step in the document-based processing was the Multivalent Document architecture MVD [21]
that introduced active functionality to manipulate a document
content with dynamically loaded objects called behaviors.
The concept of behaviors is similar to the MIND embedded
services, howerer MIND expands this concept with local and
external services, which can also affect a document behavior,
but are not components of the document. This gives documents
more flexibility on opening, suiting them better to exploit
local resources of visiting devices and to easily add a new
functionality.
The Placeless Documents [22] implements document functionality with active properties that cannot only manipulate a
document content but also manage of a document structure
and workflow. The Placeless Documents are reactive, i.e.,
they respond to external events, while MIND documents are
proactive – they initiate their own behavior.
The concept of a proactive document, capable of traveling
between computers under its own control has been introduces
with a document-agent platform MobiDoc [23]. This platform
was, however, closely related to the particular technology,
and thus lacked forward compatibility. On the other hand,
solutions proposed by MIND found document-agent mobility
on stable email messaging standards. Owing to proactive
MIND attachments, any email system could be almost like
an agent platform with all the benefits of multi-agent systems,
but without a need to implement a full-size agent platform
that would have to be updated regularly and require additional
skills from administrators to run it.
Workflows have been also implemented by WADE (Workflow and Agents Development Environment) [24] agent platform based on JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment framework)
[25]. WADE agents embed a micro-workflow engine, capable
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of executing workflows and compiled before launching the
workflow. Performing of activities may be delegated by one
agent to another and in principle is not related to agent
mobility. This solution follows the classic central workflow enactment philosophy, and differs from it only in decentralization
of a global process state into local process states controlled by
micro-workflow engines running inside agents. In the MIND
architecture, workflow as a XML Process Definition Language
(XPDL) file is a part of the whole document and it contains its
internal state. LWEs run outside of agents as local workflow
engines. Workflow, in the form of plain XPDL, may be also
modified during the process execution. Moreover, a documentagent is the only communication interface, making MIND
based platforms technologically independent and truly loosely
coupled distributed systems.
The reliability of distributed workflows processing is associated with the assurance that the object would not be lost
and would arrive to the designated location. It requires some
tracking service that in distributed loosely-coupled systems
may only estimate the real states of migrating objects. The
JADE platform provides some control remote agents (Agent
Management System – AMS, Remote Monitoring Agent –
RMA) that receives messages from JADE agents, while the
”ground control” service has a similar task - it receives
messages from the MIND documents to tracking their states.
Contrary to JADE control agents, the ”ground control” is an external, technologically independent service that communicates
with the MIND documents through notifications. Document
determines whether the notification has to be sent or not. A
syntax of the notifications includes also all document-flow
patterns.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Reliable workflow execution of distributed mobile document must be able to handle unforeseen situation when
migrating documents fail to reach their destination or get
stuck in some worker’s device. The ”ground control” service,
proposed in this paper, is a track and trace service that enables
observation of the current document location and stores the
history of migration. It allows for checking if the document
has reached the recipient LWE or is processed too long on the
current device, i.e., if passed the appointed deadline and sent
notification has not received, it may indicate that the document
got stuck in some place. The service does not ”tighten” the
idea of loosely-coupled distributed system, because it can still
execute without this service and the MIND document may
decide in which steps the notifications should be sent and in
which should not.
Next to reliability, there is also a security issue, which
answers the question: what to do if lost document will get to
an unauthorized person? The LWE may require authentication
of the worker before unpacking and activating document
components. The LWE also verifies if the performer assigned
to the current activity is the same person as the recipient of the
document. The interesting idea has been proposed in [26] by
the MENAID (Methods and Tools for Next Generation Document Engineering) project [27]. It introduces a security by the
face recognition algorithm built in the MIND documents.
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